Abstract. XML receives widely interests in data exchanging and information management on both traditional desktop computing platforms and rising mobile computing platforms. However, traditional XML retrieval does not work on mobile devices due to the mobile platforms' limitations and diversities.
Introduction
XML (Extensible Markup Language) is designed to store and process data, structure and semantic information, and have become the standard language for data transmission and exchanging on the web due to its flexibility and self-description [1] .
With the mobile computing development and a large number of documents from the web or other origins, more and more information on the mobile platform is being organized in XML format. There is an increasing need to be able to automatically process those structurally rich documents for information retrieval applications on the mobile platform and it is somewhat challenging.
Information retrieval is the foundation for the XML search engine. Jaxen is an open-source XPath library written in Java [2]; while dom4j is an open-source library that works with XML, XPath and XSLT on the Java platform [3] .
XML clustering is to group similar documents to facilitate searching due to similar documents can be searched and processed within a specific category. The clustering of XML documents is effective for document management and the storage of XML documents [4] .
Evidently, XML retrieval and mining plays an important role in computing research areas and is mostly done on computers in the past, but few relative researches on mobile sets are reported. Supposing that one day every mobile device can easily connect to other devices, including data generating devices and can exchange data freely via Bluetooth or WIFI, and then we can process data just by mobile devices realtime. The idea of mining XML documents anywhere and anytime is very amazing but not crazy.
Clustering XML data is more complicated than common text data as XML allows inserting structural and conceptual aspects into document content. An XML document includes tags and data; while tags describing names of elements contain concepts as text data. Besides that, structure tags also show the relationship between elements. Now, research work dedicated to XML document clustering mainly has three types, including structure-based method, content-based method and combination of both.
Recently, several clustering techniques that consider the structure and the contents of XML documents are studied. References [5] [6] [7] [8] had applied different clustering techniques to XML documents represented in different models.
Most of the popular XML retrieval models are designed to work on computers. There are no corresponding models on mobile computing environments and not much works about data mining or XML mining devoted on mobile environment. Liu et al have designed and implemented a mobile data mining tool on the android platform [9] . Gillick et al have presented the demonstration of cluster visualization technique for mobile devices [10] .
Considering the advantages of mobile XML data mining, which need not send local data to other servers; the model just runs the data on local and this is an interesting idea. This paper has proposed a model about XML document retrieval and clustering on the Android platform. The experiments have shown that the model works well and efficiently.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section II, we have proposed a method to apply classical K-means clustering algorithm to XML documents. In section III, we have evaluated the effectiveness of our model with several examples. Finally, we have made a conclusion in section IV.
Method
In this part, we have offered an implementation of the core retrieval functions underlying jaxen and dom4j. TF-IDF, term frequency-inverse document frequency, is often used as a weighting factor in information retrieval and text mining [11] . It is used in this project as a numerical statistic that reflects how important a word is to a document in a collection or corpus .
For quick computing, we have used the vector space model ( VSM ) as the algebraic model for representing text documents; It is used for representing text documents as vectors of identifiers. VSM is widely used in information filtering, information retrieval, indexing and relevancy rankings [12] . We have used cosine similarity as measure of similarity between two vectors of an inner product space [13] . The general clustering algorithm of k-means [14] to locate a document in its proper cluster; it tries to partition n observations into k clusters in which each observation belongs to the cluster with the nearest mean.
In this project, we adopt the combined similarity of structure and content method as the solution for clustering XML documents considering previous researches.
We have specified a similarity to each existing cluster. For each entering document, if the similarity is bigger than the threshold, then it is placed in the corresponding cluster; else a new cluster is created, and the document is placed in it. Below is the flow chart of the algorithm. A strictly prove of the algorithm's convergence is not given, but in the practical tests in next section, it can achieve a fast convergence.
Input: a number of leaf nodes got by retrieval operations. Output: Clustering results of several groups.
Step 1: If the input number of leaf nodes is less than the threshold, just set each leaf node as a cluster and return; else go to Step 2;
Step 2: Select the first batch of leaf nodes as the cluster centers.
Step 3: Calculate the similarity between each leaf node and each cluster center by distance combination of tag and content, the leaf nodes belongs to the most similar cluster.
Step 4: Recalculate the cluster centers including tag centers and content centers, and determine whether the cluster centers change; if changed, then repeat step 3 and step 4, otherwise turn to step 5.
Step 5: Returns clustering results. To demonstrate the VSM,TF-IDF and clustering application in XML searching and clustering coding, a VSM and a TF-IDF builder based on the XML's tag and content, also the clustering method are displayed to fulfill the models demanded by the architecture. Of course, there are still many key codes of the project that not listed; nevertheless, we plan to release this work as an open source project in the future. In the next subsection, we will introduce model's tests with details.
Experiment
To fully test mobileXMLRetrieval, the experimental mobile device of HTC Dream mobile phone (also known as T-Mobile G1) is used. The processor of G1 is ARM based MSM7201A with 528 MHz speed and a 192MB RAM memory; while development tools are Android SDK and development language of Java.
In order to validate the approach proposed, we had evaluated the retrieval and clustering performance of the prototype model by running time. We have measured the effectiveness of models by running time together with a test collection built from the XML Data Repository (http://www.cs.washington.edu/research/xmldatasets/).Test results are shown in table IV and table V. The above experiments and their results have shown that the model works well and efficiently. During the test procedure, we have taken some screenshots of mobileXMLretrieval. Figure 1 
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The main finding is that retrieval engine and clustering algorithm work well on the Android, and it is a complementary approach for finding information in XML format.
Conclusion
We have presented a mobile XML retrieval and clustering model named mobileXMLretrieval that works well on test data sets; that reveals the possibility of XML clustering on mobile devices.
XML clustering on mobile devices is not very practical now; however, it will be accepted without waiting too long with the rapid developments of mobile hardware in short years. Furthermore, mobileXMLretrieval can be transplanted to other mobile sets with the Java environment. We plan to release this work as an open-source project in the future.
As future developments of the mobileXMLretrieval, we plan to enhance the model by improving the clustering algorithm, also completing other functions such as XML classification.
